Abstract
. The Digital Guqin Museum in Second Life enables meetings possible only in a virtual world. Real life people could meet in virtual places, visit cities, venues as an end in itself.
1 Slurl site location Digital Guqin Museum:
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Daiyu%20Island/201/37/4065/?title=Digital%20Guqin%20Museum&msg=come%20and%20play% 2C%20try%20the%20Digital%20Guqin%20%21; picture of the Venue: http://swannbb.blogspot.com/2009/07/g8-moonlithotel.html 2 Facebook international group "Guqin", introduction of Guqin and its culture, there are 248 members, all qin players, composed of scholars and qin players, discussion in English.
3 qin ( qin), qi ( qi), shu ( calligraphy) and hua ( painting). http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four_Arts_of_the_Chinese_Scholar 4 Guqin master player : John Thompson, sl : Toadall Xuanzang 5 Other groups are more hermetic not opened to the public for example Japanese groups, and some Hong Kong based groups. 6 and at a specialists conference 7 . ; quiet esthetic life style on tea cultures with Asian settings 11 and nonAsian settings 12 ; and live music venue 13 , formal 14 and informal 15 stage sets ; in order to evaluate the multi-facet issues of "social play", "esthetic enjoyment", "building and sharing a narrative", and crossing over experiences to/from real life to immersive online playing. 6 
DGM has been shown to professional guqin players, in informal settings

Keywords
Background
Origins of The Digital Guqin Instrument and The Digital Guqin Museum
In 2000, I had begun a research on the Preservation, Promotion and Development of the Guqin at City University of Hong Kong, with funding from the University at School of Creative Media. During that period, I have recorded many master players performance and understood the guqin milieu at various YaJi (Elegant gatherings) from many parts of China, including Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Paris 16 . The present work is a continuation of the research begun from the Digital Video filming, Recording work to the creation of interactive 2D Digital Guqin graphics to music works 17 , to the current 3D version for an immersive experience of the Digital Guqin 18 . I had the idea to create a meeting place for interested people who might know or not know anything about the guqin, like a culture club in the Virtual World, because I am interested in building architectural spaces, for both historically reconstructed and contemporary structures for specific virtual world programming to recreate an authentic environment which promotes the expression of the quiet elegance of an intimate voice of the guqin music 19 . Secondlife is able to provide tools for graphics, spatial construction, texturing, online chat; in short, a creativity oriented platform without preset narratives -unlike other MMORPG -which suits my purpose.
Purpose
To preserve, promote and develop Guqin and Guqin culture by building a nodal gathering point beginning in a virtual world and eventually exporting a part of the virtual to the real world 20 . In the virtual world, everyone could deploy their graphics, construction, speech, story construction, social behavior capacities and play together as one giant size creation (on going 24/7 sl stage) both through passive viewing by simply being inside the immersion experience and actively by creating personal constructions, exchanging visions, collaborative team work, cross disciplinary teaching and learning and, for fun and play in building an ongoing dream. (Dream here means multiple ever-improving scenarios approaching a personal and/or collective vision, including parallel visions, like simultaneous multiple plays with various actors)
Methods
First design and conception
Venues: Guqin Music gatherings in the virtual world and in real life. 21 . It is a "Guqin Art Museum" housed in an original Ming Dynasty wood construction, very well preserved with objects depicting guqin culture, setting of Guqin playing, and a mock up of a guqin instrument making workshop. The venue had an ambiance of a quiet bookish elegance. There were not many visitors, and the program was one of passive viewing. When I planned the virtual world museum, I not only complement the rl museum, I deploy the virtual world platform for functions specific to online gatherings using the advantages of the immersive virtual world. The purpose is to bring the content to more people and not "replace the rl guqin culture" as some guqin people feared. If we could augment, complement the passive viewing to actively learning and playing the music with available existing means, why not? I have interviewed the director of the Museum in 2008 -Mr.JU Xi 22 , and made a video recording of our discussion. The director is an accomplished player of the guqin himself.
Materials
Real life architectural builds photos pertaining to guqin historical references; guqin culture references; guqin instrument design, textual and graphical archival documents, music recordings, animation, scripting experts, textile, fashion of Chinese ceremonial wear, everyday wear, graphic design from various periods with accompanying settings.
Procedures and milestones
Building of a first model of digital guqin instrument "HunDun" Computer specification as per current sl requirements. Projector, screen, broadband connection, microphone. Photoshop, graphic pen palette, sound software, hard disks, camera, video camera.
Findings
Guqin as an intrument without any pre-briefing is already a beautiful instrument soliciting viewers inquiry. The music has been admired by all listeners. Therefore, further development is definitely worthy because the instrument is full of life by itself.
On Youtube, we see often many self-uploading of various parallel experiments, electric guqins, new guqins designs with pickups, electric dulcimers in the form of a guqin, using electric guitars to reproduce guqin sounds, so on so forth. 33 From the internet, through wikipedia, and social networks such as Facebook 34 , I see Guqin player groups has steadily increased globally, including many non-Chinese groups since my first investigation of this subject in 2000. 35 Many famous qin models are only exhibited for very brief periods of time per year due to the fragile nature of the object, if we reproduce a "manipulable" double in the Virtual World, more people would be able to see it and enjoy it for what its worth.
36
Discussion
How do we enjoy an sl SIM passively and actively? I visited a Kowloon SIM which used all real life documents to recreate the Kowloon Walled City structure and infill with creative elements from avatars using the theme of Kowloon Gate Video game 37 . The game itself is based on Kowloon Walled City. As I know the real life Kowloon City very well, I find it meaningful to pose a Chinese object at the SIM, a package of Pu-erh tea -a standard Cantonese drink for Kowlooners such as you would find in any tea house large or small, buvette stands and restaurants. I proposed to put a Pu-erh tea box at the Kowloon SIM as a cultural and active link to the Chinese DGM culture, however, it was refused by Magnum the manager of Kowloon SIM. He/she explained that, their Kowloon SIM has nothing to do with the real life Kowloon, because their world and pleasure is based on the Kowloon Gate video game 38 . They live another esthetic pleasure which is not related to real life Kowloon City culture. Their world starts with Kowloon Gate, a Japanese video game, and not the real life Kowloon. As the tea box shows real tea and not sl tea -even though it gives out sl tea with a further possibility of tiny bricks of real life tea delivery via postal service making a link from sl to rl-"it is imperfect as object" for the Kowloon sim. Magnum has limited the use of the Kowloon SIM as a uniquely Kowloon Gate video game vision. 39 This opens an interesting subject because everything in the Kowloon SIM from food to shop to apartment to street names, to urban façades are all based on photographic realities of the 33 41 On the otherhand, how many real life resident of real Kowloon would enter the Kowloon sim and find it enjoyable to stay for long periods of time? (not that many real life people would need to enter sl to enjoy their own culture, but we cannot assume that they have no real life use for sl. For example, a German group imported their own home so they could enjoy a mini real home in sl too and share this online with faraway friends. And the entire city of Berlin is being recreated in another virtual world.) 42 In my present Digital Guqin Museum context, even though the sl platform could present a "parallel virtual world" for very interesting uses 43 , from the conference in April09 in Taiwan, most real life Master guqin player's reactions range from aggressive rejection to curious to wanting to see more, but they all want to see a practical application and not to "play" or "socialize" at the present point. I have contacted younger players via Facebook, and they are more receptive to the idea. In general, this group is already computer literate and are using online social networking for their everyday activities. They are more interested in lighter playful aspects of the culture, experimenting with new guqin composition and sounds 44 (post production reverberation textured,), but also costumes, outings, summer school, group gatherings. Their elegant gatherings seem to resemble a larger club like activities. 45 A fundamental issue is, what are components of the "guqin culture" that real life guqin player feel partial to? Even though Guqin people are rather small in number, there are many different groups. ("pai" = School) 46 "Pai"s of guqin establishes styles of play and whats "guqin culture" and whats "non guqin culture". 47 There has been much discussion on the new Guqin schools in real life, that people only learn to play and have little accompanying guqin culture as witnessed in the new Private Guqin studios 48 . We are in year 2009, how many people have time to learn to play the guqin intrument and to study guqin culture as described in the old literati tradition? How many teachers are qualified to teach both subjects? Should we expect some adjustments to be true to our time instead of falling into "role play" in real life?
There are multiple voices on this question, many Guqin groups, no matter from which "school" or style the players have learnt from, all proclaim their interpretation of the existing philosophy as the authentic one, and are upholding the true essence of the Guqin.
In creating a Digital Guqin Museum in sl, targeting exportation of specific elements of the virtual model into real life, I am proposing to make this long heritage from 3000 years ago open to a larger population's enjoyment, currently the group of people who use online services. I began with an example of a Guqin Museum Club, it's a first interpretation and I will leave some of the delicate question of policing "authenticity of enjoyment" to the viewers and players themselves in order to make way for a richer output and continuation? Because there will always be a group of people who are naturally attracted to verification of authenticity and others are more in tune with creating at an intuitive, sensual level. Without a large base of people working simultaneously on the subject, we would have a harder time to refine and develop, inject vitality into any art, music of any cultural form.
Conclusion
For the Digital Guqin Museum to be on target and to successfully carry out its original mission, being authentic to the original mandate 50 , we need to fulfill three or more conditions:
1. We need to find existing guqin and guqin culture groups and introduce them to the virtual world possibilities to build a real life player group. 2. We need to introduce the guqin and guqin culture to existing sl avatar groups so they might be able to develop a corpus of activities and narratives from the social activities starting from the sl environment. Eventually, some members of this group will export into real life to learn the real life instrument. 3. Through events, we might (as we have already succeeded from being invited to two professional international musician/musicologist conferences 51 ) link up the real life group with the virtual world group. Though it may not be in any great numbers compared to other cultural sims, such as Star Trek, but, judging solely from the strength of the beauty of the Guqin instrument and the quality of the music, from the reactions of sl avatars, we have and we will gather a group to expand and carry on this culture in a significantly larger, grander scale than the existing small group. And definitely will have more reach than the single one on one teacher-student real world method. (The one on one method is very good but limited access for both teacher and student.) 4. While number 1 to 3 is being carried out, it would be fruitful to develop design objects, builds, costumes 52 , stories, videos, texts related to Guqin themes -all the paraphernalia 50 Mandate: 1: to show the Guqin Art and Culture to another group of people, an international computer literate online people. 2: to historically recreate tableaux of guqin elegant gatherings in a controlled environment, and create tableaux of other styles and settings as virtual model, as theatre. 3: sharing of fun and design creativity, collaborative amusement and self perfectionnement. The sharing part is especially good aspect of sl, at its best it enables a light, non material, spiritual existence. 51 Taichung, Taiwan, April09, and chime nov09 urls: http://swannbb.blogspot.com/2009/03/taiwan-guqin-conferenceprogramme-2009.html; http://swannbb.blogspot.com/2009/06/digital-guqin-museum-presents-at-chime.html 52 Discussion and use of "Han" costumes. Pic of guqin players wearing these clothing. Gong Yi says even if you paid him millions he would never wear such clothing, as its just silliness does not correspond to the present contemporary age. Wearing such clothing is akin to theatre. Though I must say, in the SL environment, cosplay is part of some peoples joy of being in a Virtual World. And we say, I think its Vladimir Jankelevitch, that it is because you conduct yourself as musician that you become musician. So, if we have such a good setting given through sl, why not? And I do believe we don't become musician over night, wearing a costume if it helps to focus on becoming musician, what harm could there be? As long as you don't think you are musician just because you are wearing the "Han" robe. Here the costume aspect is like "prop" for entering the scenario. What matters is the quality of the presentation, does the costume look convincing on the person in context? 53 of a guqin culture and related activities to increase interest and profile for a sl+rl life style. From sl to rl, these activities are excellent opportunity for teaching and learning aesthetics, design, interactivity, scripting, animation, video editing, machinima, interdisciplinary creations through formal structured coursework or informal "play" oriented research-creations. 5. Internet connection must be up to grade and speed for an virtual world to run and the virtual world platform itself has to be stable for clients to invest in it. As of now, it's reliable for some uses -for example for non-urgent fun oriented deployments. But for real time teaching lessons, the requirement of stability needs to be higher than the present.
Selected Pictures from the Digital Guqin Museum
Here you will find a selection of pictures from the prehistory of the Digital Guqin Museum and you can find the entire picture logbook 0708 Sturtevants class: scripting. CNAM enass was client to the service provider, the experience provided a real client/service interchange for a class of computer science students. An Oracle book based on the original Wong Dai Sin book from the temple of the same name located in Hong Kong was scripted for real Oracle consultation and interpretation upon request.
6 Mobile Digital Guqin Museum visiting the burning China boat. The Boat has the interior of Ancient Chinese architecture, it was burning for an unknown period of time. When interviewed Aston Leisen the creator said, he doesn't know why its burning and for how long and it will probably just slowly sink and disappear.
7 There were high quality posters, furniture from the 70s, memories from the cultural revolution era. This corresponds with a current Mao chic in real life. Creator Aston Leisen has selected typical objects from the era, the propaganda poster, stylized simple sparse furniture, nostalgic pretty woman from the 30s playing the pipa -retro chic, a canvas school bag. Later, we see now at this exact location, a new China SIM. The burning boat had disappeared from Secondlife.
8 Digital Guqin Museum 2009. Yaji elegant gathering venue interior design using a purchased base of an existing tree stone castle as template and will be entirely reconstructed in wood texture with corresponding period Chinese architectural details, and respective interior fill.
9 Swannjie with a Tea culture virtual world/real world -a testing of an eBusiness model. If visitors wished, they could order tea displayed in Secondlife to be sent to them in real life with a Digital Guqin Museum label. A previous attempt for real life postcards: Swannjie Postal Service has been made in 2007. On the lower table are: xfactor; an artificial intelligence cybertwin chat cube linked to cybertwin Swannjiejie; and the Suiseiki stone social chat cube linked to cybertwin WangXiang. Horse waiting to be petted in the back, there was a story of playing the qin to a cow ; meaning useless -however, here you could play to an intelligent horse: a cybertwin who gives you echos of Guqin music and culture info.
10 Digital Guqin Museum : MobileMusic HuaHui House. 3200 prims; each cube contains a color changing script and gives a gift. In Secondlife Virtual World, the house comes in two versions: multicolored, or silver. In real life, the House also exists in color or silver. Guests were invited to test the ambiance of the house in the Virtual World. The first prototype being built is silver with high lights in color. Cubes are invited from around the world. Details + contributors: http://huahuimagiccubehouse.blogspot.com/2009/04/list-ofcubes.html; in real life the HuaHui House could be transported from place to place on the highway. Each cube could be assigned to a 2D barcode to link to a web page for details associated with the gift given by the cube -or some other information as designed by the maker of the cube. Sometimes, the material gift itself maybe stored directly in the cube itself if the HuaHui House is to be a permanent structure as a physical location of an item -for example if the gift was say a tiny coffee mug, teddy bear, beaker with a plant, notepad with a tiny pencil and other mysterious symbolic items so on so forth. 17 Swannjie puts her tea here to try the mobile street vending experience at a typical left over space as found street corner.
18 Eating porkbun in a Chinese apartment the green and white wall is a typical coloration in Kowloon homes from the 60s -some homes have never been updated in style and remain the same. The version shown above will take 3200 cubes to complete. The structure is a light weight tensegrity structure used as a landmark. Each time the DGM visits a venue; it will be used as a landmarked for a musical event. Targetted launch 23 June 2010 on Music Festival Day in Paris, France in a public park.
